INTRODUCTION

Professionalism is all about attributes, behaviours and commitments, which characterise a profession. A deliberate inculcation of attributes, behaviours and commitments (ABC) of professionalism is essentially required in medical education (Figure 1). It is for every student; at any phase of the medical education. In the past, it was assumed that professionalism is dispersed inactively to the students through “the hidden curriculum,” leaving a lot to chance. However, over time, it has been believed and supported that medical students need to be formally taught and trained in the concepts of professionalism. In this paper, we propose a problem-based learning (PBL) approach for professionalism, tailor-made in conjunction with Harden’s 10 questions. These 10 questions are significant in various situations where a course or curriculum is intended to be planned, including an undergraduate medical education context. An enlightening approach, as this will prepare our students to be future professional doctors, equipped with all necessary professionalism attributes, in our fast varying professional environment.
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PBL uses cases that involve “real-world” problems and necessitate students to attain new knowledge to resolve the problem. PBL is student-centred therefore, the pursuit for more information drives student learning in a shared, group-centred, hands-on setting (7). Within PBL sessions, two major pedagogical ideologies stimulate students acquire best knowledge; (a) they are more active in groups rather than alone, and (b) they are able to enthusiastically identify and tackle the gaps in their knowledge. Information gathered in this study aims to highlight the issues to be considered while selecting PBL sessions to improve professionalism course implementation as well as teaching and assessment material. We, therefore intend to find answers to the following questions in pursuit to get evidence to best fit PBL into the professionalism course.

**THE 10 QUESTIONS**

1. **Ask Yourself, “What are the Needs in Relation to the Product of the Training Programme?”**

There is a mounting requirement and awareness among the community to have doctors who, throughout their professional lives are talented and proficient enough for exhibiting a conduct, cherished, with the set of distinguishable positive qualities or behaviours. These behaviours are termed as professionalism when it comes to a certain profession. Such binding demands upon medical profession have been greatly amplified due to variations in the traditional modes of health care conveyance, increased complexity in the doctor-patient relationship ever since the advent of prevalent practised and advocated patients’ right with medico-legal rulings. Generally, however, doctors’ professionalism is meticulously dissected.

**Figure 1:** ABC of professionalism to be learnt by students during the course.
The public’s expectations of doctors are high and criticisms of shortcoming harsh. In today’s information-rich world, patients are more well-informed and demanding than ever. So, professionals are very often held to account. Interestingly, patients’ complaints often instigate not from doctors’ ability to treat diseases, but from unprofessional conduct (8).

2. Ask Yourself, “What are the Aims and Objectives?”

Objectives must be designed in a way that reflect the learners’ needs according to their academic stage. Therefore, Table 1 is an example of a course “Professionalism in Medicine, for undergraduate students”.

3. Ask Yourself, “What Content Should be Included?”

Believing that professionalism is to be built around the three-way framework of (a) fundamental information and skills, (b) ethical principles, and (c) altruism. Therefore, the content to be incorporated within the course of professionalism in medicine shall comprise (including but not limited to) the set of behaviours which in turn shall enable them to:

i. Observe the high moral standards.
ii. Respond to societal requirements.
iii. Exhibit honesty and integrity, beneficence and respect for all.
iv. Exercise accountability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aims</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Conceptual knowledge)</td>
<td>To define the core elements of the profession and professionalism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To deepen the understanding of the moral dimensions in the practice of medicine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To recognise the evolution of medical professionalism over the history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To recognise, critically analyse, and resolve the professionalism issues that may arise in their practice of health care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Attitudinal)</td>
<td>To incorporate the values and attributes of professionalism into the medical students’ perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To respect the role of professional medical student and health professionals in health promotion and community development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To weigh the cost of being unprofessional and the legal aspects inherent to the medical profession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Discipline-related knowledge and</td>
<td>To promote professional and ethical behaviour that addresses the interests of patients and society first, likely serving the interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skills)</td>
<td>of the profession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To demonstrate sensitivity and responsiveness to others’ culture, age, gender and disabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Personal transferable skills)</td>
<td>To understand the psychological aspects related to human nature, including, personalities, illness behaviour, stress management, learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>patterns and developing skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To develop and refine the interpersonal relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To develop decision-making skills that will contribute to students’ ethical behaviour.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
v. Demonstrate self-obligation to excellence.

vi. Parade a pledge to scholarship and to progressing their field.

vii. Deal in complex circumstances.

viii. Reflect upon actions.

PBL (4 sessions a week and 60 min each, modifiable according to available slots in the curriculum as well as the prefixed credit/contact hours).

To motivate and persuade the students in obtaining the deep understanding of identifiable positive talents with the focus on their existing level of understanding, following is an example of a problem scenario.

**Problem scenario:**

**Trigger**

You are a medical student (Year 2) preparing very hard for the coming (tomorrow) exam.

Today ‘Mr. A’ (one of your classmates) who always skips the classes and never seems to be serious for his exams, meets you in the library and shows you a paper containing questions for the next day exam and asks for a handsome amount if you need this question paper.

**Discussion questions**

1. List the key information about ‘Mr. A’.
2. List the information about ‘Mr. A’ usual behaviour for his studies and his offer.
3. How would you handle this kind of situation?
4. What concerns are to be considered significant in coming to a decision about what to do?

**Tutor’s role: (organise, manage and sustain)**

Once PBL is designated as the suitable teaching and learning method with specific objectives, a tutor has to list all compulsory and available resources, e.g.:

i. A proper room with whiteboards, flip charts, markers and chairs that are organised in a circular fashion.

ii. Computer/web/internet resources.


iv. Related journal articles (can be made available from PubMed).

v. Students’ study guide: to give tips on refining PBL group progression and gathering feedback on assessment tools. Additionally, this guide must outline learning objectives.

Furthermore, tutor shall remember that instead of providing information he/she must act as, a facilitator allowing students to seek out information for themselves. Another important role of the tutor is the provision of appropriate feedback and assistance that helps and stimulates the students towards active learning. He/she needs to make sure all the students are involved. Fellow students in the group are also educational resources as students learn from each other. At the end of PBL, it is inevitable to carry out evaluation and present the reflection to the students in the form of an explicit feedback.

4. Ask Yourself, “How the Content Should be Organised?”

Move and build up knowledge (building block approach) gradually so that the learning may be enduring as shown in Figure 2.

Contingent to the essential content, and the specific course objectives, learner-centred approach is best to be adopted. Moreover, self-directed learning, additionally ensures nurturing of knowledge process principally for the fruitful continuum during this course, because it serves as the most operational tactic for the continuum of medical education, particularly when learning is based on experience, and new knowledge and understanding is targeted to be assimilated into the personal and professional context of the individual (9). It is, therefore, recommended that component of PBL (relating to a range of topics directly relevant to professional educational climate shall be incorporated within the professionalism course) with the students’ involvement at all levels ranging from the understanding of basic concepts of their application. Harden's SPICES model (10) for educational strategies in curriculum development (Table 2) best suits in such a situation.


Other than the independent/self-study, which remains an essential component of any course, the small group learning shall constitute the main bulk for educational activities in the course. The teaching sessions should be student-centred with the provision of non-threatening educational environment where students develop and utilise the problem-solving skills. Details of such sessions are given in the above section (PBL).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Checklist for the course using SPICES model approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student-centered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More the green checks, better the course is.
Adopted from SPICES Model
7. Ask Yourself, “How Assessment Should be Carried Out?”

Tables 3 and 4 present the checklist for (a) Tutor assessment of students and (b) Self-assessment, respectively and each checklist correspond to the objectives of PBL, i.e. knowledge application, critical thinking, independent study and teamwork. This, in turn, shall help align the PBL assessment with curricular goals and course learning objectives, rendering validity of assessment to be improved and subjectivity across instructors’ evaluations shall be lessened (10). The tutor is responsible for the feedback and to ensure that every student should reach all the outcomes. Feedback, furthermore, assists identify learners with difficulties with critical thinking and decision-making skills (11).

Table 3: Example of a checklist for the tutor (for regular participation of students)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students’ Evaluation on PBL Performance</th>
<th>Year 2 (academic year 2018–2019)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Name:</td>
<td>Group number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case title:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 = Unsatisfactory; 2 = Poor; 3 = Good; 4 = Very good; 5 = Excellent

**Preparation and participation**

| Shows evidence of prior knowledge | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| Shows in depth information about the problem | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| Takes part in answering the questions | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| Takes part in sharing own opinions | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |

(Total marks = 20)

**Behaviour**

| Comes to tutorials on time | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| Communicates effectively | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| Demonstrates good manners | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| Gives and receives feedback | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |

(Total marks = 20)

**Self-study**

| Defines learning objectives | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| Shows evidence of achievement of learning objectives | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| Shows evidence of thorough reading various resource materials | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| Shows enthusiasm to improve him/herself | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |

(Total marks = 20)

**Group work & attitude**

| Works towards achievement of the group’s learning goals | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| Shows effective interpersonal abilities during session | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| Listens others’ opinions with respect | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| Helps other students in learning | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |

(Total marks = 20)

Comments: ____________________________________________

Tutor’s name: ___________________ Signature: ___________________ Total maximum marks for the case: ___________________
8. Ask Yourself, “How Details of the Curriculum Should be Communicated?”

Once the timetable is finalised, the detailed programme about PBL shall be announced/informed to all students through emails, college notice board and e-learning blackboard.

A dedicated secretary (at student academic affairs or curriculum department) shall carry out all means to distribute the programme details and communicate with the student well before the actual sessions. The student class leaders are also to be notified and they also can spread the programme information among their group students. Moreover, this timetable may also be included in the student study guide, distributed to all students at the start of the semester.

---

Table 4: Example of a checklist for the students (self-assessment)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students’ Evaluation on PBL Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 2 (academic year 2018–2019)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Student’s Name: ___________________________________________ Group number: __________
Case title: _______________________________________________

1 = Unsatisfactory; 2 = Poor; 3 = Good; 4 = Very good; 5 = Excellent

Knowledge
- Having comprehensive knowledge about problem
- Recognising professional and unprofessional attributes
- Knowing the impact of such behaviours on exam results
- Knowing what to do in such a condition

(Total marks = 20)

Decision making
- Making appropriate decisions in such a problem
- Formulation of a reasonable conclusion for the problem
- Performing along the professional attributes
- Avoiding unprofessional behaviours

(Total marks = 20)

Self motivation
- Having own learning objectives
- Coming to the session well prepared
- Knowing my weak areas
- Making efforts to improve

(Total marks = 20)

Attitudinal
- Coming on time
- Having integrity to take stand for my point of view
- Studying for each session
- Handling over my work on time

(Total marks = 20)

Total maximum marks for the case:
9. Ask Yourself, “What Educational Environment or Climate Should be Fostered?”

Students are supported to have eloquent and meaningful learning about the subject of professionalism which later on they will be utilising and practising in their every day’s work. This high-grade learning, then, shall help them achieve the acquisition of knowledge in a way allowing practising it in real life (12). Therefore, to make sure that the students have meaningful learning about this subject, it is indispensable to create a non-threatening environment (that’s why PBL is the choice) where they may freely advocate their ideas and discuss among the group with full confidence for what they do know and what they don’t. PBL serves as an informal learning atmosphere, encouraging the participant to have full interaction thus fostering deep learning.

This shall guide and stimulate students’ thinking in directions that ultimately lead them towards a useful exploration about the problem. But the most important factor that clicks is encouraging students to have as much interaction during the session as possible, and this is again a tutor’s role to not to neglect any student if he/she is hesitant to talk and participate during a PBL session (refer Figure 3).

10. Ask Yourself, “How the Process Should be Managed?”

Here all stakeholders (e.g. vice-dean of student affairs, department of medical education, senior and trained faculty, educational block-chairs/course organisers, and educational block-committees and last but not the least the student representatives) need to take responsibility and play their roles. Starting with the vice-dean’s (or any other concerned and authoritative personnel) official/written permission is achieved. Next step is for the remaining players to have to put their efforts together, e.g. Department of Medical Education is responsible for arranging the periodical hands-on training workshops for the small group facilitators/tutors where faculty members learn and share their experience in the construction and the conduction of the PBL.

Block-chairs/course organisers are responsible to provide/recommend the required number of faculty members who really are devoted and enthusiastic to be a small group and PBL tutor, and the rule of thumb is “don’t force anyone who is not willing to be so”, because these sessions (PBL) really necessitate enthused and dedicated members.

Block committee might be obliged to meet with a designated specialist from Department of Medical Education at the beginning of the semester to finalise the PBL cases. Towards the end of the semester, the feedback sessions are to be arranged to look into the details as how all the education sessions perform. The presence of students’ representative shall make it valid to judge the performance and efficacy of these sessions.

Department of Medical Education, through the support of the faculty development unit shall arrange to organise hands-on workshop at the start of the semester, where tutors learn the PBL process in detail with

---

**Figure 3:** Flow of the PBL session.
the full understanding and knowledge of the curriculum and so be able to develop their facilitation skills which in fact is a pre-requisite to have an effective PBL session.

WHY PBL?

The approach to incorporate PBL in professionalism course, as presented in this paper, shall supplement the impending of accomplishing the educational goals any healthcare institute may dream. This shall also help to reinforce the level of professionalism with in medical education context. Medical professionalism being the heart and soul of medicine, through this approach shall receive ample attention, which will enable undergraduate medical student to get professional attributes indoctrinated as well as the same shall serve in their post graduate tenure as equally essential as any other element of medical education.

Any health institute in the quest of achieving accreditation status or to heighten the educational standards, and as a part of its strategic plan towards the achievement of such goals, PBL has shown ample evidence from the literature to be very reassuring. Therefore, to be focused on achieving a progressive shift in the way, medical education could be delivered, moving from didactic lecture pattern towards problem-based approach is a must.

Some Noticeable Features of PBL

(a) Trigger really triggers: PBL case scenarios if well built (with special care on triggers) may foster students’ active learning. During a PBL session, students use “triggers” from clinical scenarios to outline their own learning objectives which are refined in group discussions (13). Additionally, the subject knowledge is developed in an active and self-directed way (14).

(b) Passive to active learning (Student-centered): Most importantly, it is student-centred enabling them to formulate the learning goals. The more the students are contributing in goal setting the more positive outcome is sure to arrive. During the PBL sessions, it is easier for students to learn actively using the problem as a focus for their knowledge gap.

(c) Critical thinking and reasoning promotes deep learning: PBL offers openings of deep learning, qualifying the students attaining objectives, simply because there is more than just memorising the concepts of the subject, and thus allows students to learn material by smearing progressions of reasoning rather than by rote memorisation (15). PBL does promote students’ critical thinking and reasoning by allowing them to explore deeper with the provision of discussion. PBL discourses the aptitude to think judgementally and be able to evaluate and resolve complex, real-world problems (16).

(d) Learn to learn: This course titled “Professionalism in Medicine” focuses on imparting the knowledge and skills about many professional attributes and guide students to develop them. This is achieved through PBL that enables them to know what they know (metacognition/learn to learn). Professional attributes, e.g. teamwork, communication skills, integrity, trustworthiness; time management and above all the doctor-patient interaction; such and other attributes are best learnt within the spectrum of PBL due to its ability to let students depend on transferring the ideas and knowledge (which comes with teamwork, discussions, clinical reasoning and problem-solving activities within PBL). In clinical practice, students need to be equipped with effective communication
skills, ability to be a good team member, which is achievable through PBL. These features make it a preferred tool for medical educationist (17, 18). PBL teaching addresses the aptitude to establish multipurpose and operative communication skills, both verbal and written (16).

(e) **Presentation**: Stimulus material; during PBL, students are presented with the case, in real life/clinical context, which being interesting plays vital role in developing students’ knowledge around it. This makes the learning interesting, factual, easy going and expounded.

(f) **Integration**: Selecting PBL for the course of professionalism gives students the best possible ways of learning depending on its ability to integrate well with other teaching strategies as well as with other teaching blocks. Therefore, students are able to activate the prior knowledge and use it to build further milestones.

(g) **Learning guidance**: Although during PBL sessions, students do make mistakes yet learn from them. Because only PBL is a method where the teacher/facilitator/tutor holds him/herself from teaching and giving directly the correct information.

(h) **Assessment of performance**: Assessing the performance (as one of important Gagne’s events of instructions); this is very crucial part of learning activities which leads towards the accomplishment of the objectives and this is best carried out by students (self-assessment checklists).

(i) **Feedback and continuous improvement**: Through acquiring the course aims and objectives, students develop skills in scientific reasoning, self-study and self-evaluation. Faculty is encouraged for providing a non-threatening feedback to the students and valued for continuing modification and improvement of the course and all this is why the PBL is selected.

(j) **Motivation towards lifelong learning**: For all above merit, the students are motivated and enjoy that in turn make it possible to get ready for adult and lifelong learning.

**CONCLUSION**

The effectiveness of developing the PBL method to teach professionalism is evident, which stimulates an environment that more aware about professional attitudes and behaviours. Moreover, if this strategy is applied in full context of honestly answering Harden’s ten questions shall stimulate teaching and learning about professional behaviour even beyond the curriculum. An educational strategy, as this will prepare our students to be future leaders in our fast varying professional environment.
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